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Secondary Air pump SAP troubleshooting and repair. They all made it harder to determine the
problem then they needed too. So to help the next guy simply through this problem here is my
write up. Take a look at the illustration there are four major components to the SAP system.
Secondary air pump SAP 2. Air pump valve APV 3. Electric valve EV 4. Mine has the squeeze
ring. Once detached have someone start the car. Car has to be cold for at least 4 hours. Feel for
air is blowing from the SAP. Test for one minute to see if valve eventually closes. I used a
mitivac. Check APV by itself it should hold a vacuum with no leaking. Then check the hose
running from the APV to the manifold. I attached the mitivac at point A and put my finger over
point B. Check the rest of the hose from C to the manifold. The NRV is directional Arrow. You
can check it with the mitivac, I just sucked on it to determine the direction of the flow, it only
goes one way. If you can draw air both directions the NRV is bad. The biggest pain in this
project was getting the EV out for inspection. The EV is under the back of the intake manifold
and you have to use a small mirror and a flashlight to see and determine how to get the EV off
of the mounting bracket. Remove the right side air box Remove the beauty covers from the top
of the engine. If you look at the side picture of the EV you will see a clip. You have to pull the EV
towards you while pushing in on the clip towards the engine. Unless you have someone to hold
the mirror and light you will have to do this blind. Also the on-line illustration of the EV are
backwards. Posts 4, Nice, concise diagnostic procedure. Since the wife has an E39 I'm sure I'll
be needing it one day. Bill R. Join Date Jan Posts 4, After it got even better, no vacum lines on
the valve at all. Just the pump and the valve. For this one you have to pull pretty much
everything off the left side of the engine including the intake manifold. Why BMW decided to use
plastic pipes on the engine block is beyond me. Thanks for that info, Joe. Rattling noise like a
tin can when cold starting for about minutes. Checked the pump, o. Non-return valve NRV were
brittle and leaked. Always got the code F6 with the Peake code reader. Peake: Table F5:
"Secondary air system flow too low, Cyl " F6: "Secondary air system flow too low, Cyl "
Replaced them with good silicone hoses and problem gone. When the engine is switched off, oil
bleeds out of the high-pressure chamber in the VANOS adjustment cylinder. This can cause the
VANOS adjustment piston to move freely against the housing during engine start up causing
the momentary rattling noise. This noise has no effect on engine power output or durability.
Symptoms: 1. A Check Engine light that returns the fault codes F5 and F6. These codes indicate
that the secondary air flow system is too low for cylinders and , respectively. Before the Check
Engine light comes on, you will likely notice a whining, scraping, screeching, whistling or
groaning sound coming from the passenger side of the engine compartment. The noise begins
immediately after a cold start and stops after a minute or two. Problem: The secondary air pump
has failed due to moisture inside the pump. Solution: Replace both the secondary air pump and
non-return valve. Background on the Secondary Air Pump The secondary air pump, located
near the firewall on the passenger side of the engine compartment, draws air from the engine
compartment and injects it into the exhaust manifolds to provide extra oxygen to the catalytic
converter and reduce cold start emissions. A non-return valve mounted on the exhaust
manifolds normally prevents exhaust gases from flowing back into the pump. When the
non-return valve fails, moisture in the exhaust gases accumulates in the pump, causing it to
eventually fail. This pump normally sounds like a vacuum cleaner under the hood, and it only
operates for the first couple of minutes after you start the car. It will not leave you stranded if it

should fail. You can replace the parts at your leisure, unless you have an emissions inspection
coming up. This system injects pumps air into the exhaust manifolds during a cold start. This is
intended to supply additional oxygen to promote a more complete burn of the outgoing exhaust
gasses, during the initial cold start and warm-up phase. Failures of this system are quite
common. The typical failure is that the check valve that is mounted on the exhaust manifold
fails in the open position. This allows exhaust gasses to run back up to the pump, when the
pump is not running. This eventually destroys the pump. Therefore, you typically have to
replace both the check valve and the pump. The remainder of the system is comprised of the
pump to valve hose, vacuum hoses, an electrical vacuum control switch and a fuse and relay.
There is the possibility that any of these other areas that control the pump and the check valve
could have faults as well. The pumps is disassembled, new main bearing is installed, armature
is polished and the rest of the parts are cleaned, inspected and replaced as needed. Pump is
then bench tested for 10 minutes. Your old pump is required as a core, we provide a free fedex
return label, so once you or your mechanic has installed the new pump, you can return the old
one to me at no additional cost. We highly recomend replacement of the check valve, if your
pump has any signs of water in it or brown residue, you will need a check valve. The electric
valve switches through the vacuum from the intake system for the purpose of opening the
secondary air check valve. Due to soiling, the electric valve can no longer close mechanically.
Consequently, the secondary air check valve is also no longer closed. Hot exhaust gas
constantly flows through the secondary air check valve thus damaging it and possibly also the
secondary air pump. Consequently secondary air injection does not take place although
pressure is applied by the secondary air pump. The relay make contacts sticking or sporadically
sticking result in continuous power supply or impermissibly long power supply to the
secondary air pump. The secondary air pump is not designed for permanent power supply and
is operated up to its destruction. If not: Check electrical lines and plug connections of the
secondary air system and replace the actuating relay if necessary. If so: Replace secondary air
pump and actuating relay. Check whether the secondary air check valve is closed on
conclusion of secondary air injection. No fault found in lines or hoses: In this case, the
secondary air valve is stuck or its diaphragm leaking and therefore does not open. Replace
secondary air check valve. Join Date Aug Posts 1. Replies: 4 Last Post: , AM. Replies: 11 Last
Post: , AM. Contact Us BimmerNut. All times are GMT The time now is PM. All rights reserved.
Now that time has passed, many enthusiasts are changing their US-spec parts to that of their
European counterparts. The Euro-spec E36 M3 received an individual throttle body system,
among other improvements, giving that version substantially more power than its American
counterpart. For American-spec cars, several vital enhancements can be made on the intake
side, alone. While not overly complicated, removing the intake manifold can be tedious. Luckily,
our man Gareth Foley had to do just that, showing us the process in the video below. The
answer to that question depends on several factors. A smaller engine bay could mean a more
difficult time getting to individual components. The amount of time could also be determined by
any aftermarket parts that may have been previously installed, such as a cold-air intake kit. In
our video, Gareth removes it in less time than that, but he is very familiar with these BMW
engines. The process will be slightly different for those without modifications. Start by
removing the Mass Air Flow sensor connector by twisting it to the left and pulling it off.
Disconnect that from the plug as well. Next, loosen the clamp holding the intake to the throttle
body. With the clamp loosened, gently wiggle the boot off of the throttle body. There is a hose
connected to the bottom of the intake tube for the Idle Air Control valve. Pull that hose off, and
the intake will be free to be removed. Remove the Throttle Position Sensor connector by
pushing down on the metal tab on the connector and pulling it off of the throttle body. If your
Evap Purge valve mounts to your intake manifold, pull it off and disconnect the feed hose from
it. The feed hose runs into the bottom of the valve. Push in the metal tab on the connector and
pull it off. BMW, like many other manufacturers, uses coolant to keep the throttle body warm in
the winter. Take a flat-bladed screwdriver and loosen the two clamps holding the hoses to the
throttle body. Gently twist the lines when pulling them off to free them from any corrosion. Have
a rag handy when removing the lines as there may be residual coolant in the lines and throttle
body. At the front of the engine, there is a crankcase vent line attached to the valve cover. Pinch
the locking tabs on either side of the connector and wiggle the line free. An o-ring seals this line
to the valve cover, so it can be difficult to remove. The vent line sees a lot of heating and
cooling from being connected to the valve cover, causing the connection to become brittle over
time. If this line is original, there is a good chance that it will break during removal. Just behind
where that line connects to the valve cover, there is an electrical connection for the Crankshaft
position sensor. Like the other electrical connections, push down on the metal tab and pull to
remove the connector from the wiring harness. The fuel injector harness plugs into each

injector. The injector plugs are locked in place by a u-shaped metal clip. The tips of the clip
need to be pulled away and back from the top of the plug. Use a couple of pick tools to pry back
on the tips and free the plugs. You will know the clip has moved enough when the bottom of the
clip looks like the photo above. Repeat that procedure for the rest of the injector clips and then
remove the plugs from the injectors. The throttle cable uses a barrel nut, at its end, that sits in
the throttle arm and keeps tension on the cable and gas pedal. Grab the throttle arm under the
throttle body, and hold it open by hand. With the throttle held open, use the pick to move the
barrel connector out from where it sits in the arm. Once the barrel connector is out, the cable
will be free of the throttle body. Pop the cable out of the black plastic clip, just to the rear of the
throttle, and the cable will now be free of the intake manifold. Just behind the injectors, on the
manifold, are the seven nuts that keep it bolted to the cylinder head. Use an 11mm socket and a
long extension to remove the nuts from their studs. The intake manifold is supported by a
bracket, located under the intake runners. To free the manifold, remove the two 10mm bolts
securing it to the bracket. The oil dipstick tube uses the intake manifold as support and bolts to
it with a 10mm bolt. The dipstick tube is the last component that needs to be unbolted from the
intake manifold. Just past the oil dipstick tube, tucked under the manifold, is the Idle Air Control
valve. It is connected to the main engine harness using the same type of connector as the
Crankshaft Position Sensor. Feel around with your hand until you find it, then press down on
the metal tab and pull to disconnect it. Also in that area is a small vacuum line for the fuel
pressure regulator. Next, remove the crankcase vent return line. Follow the oil dipstick tube
down to where it enters the crankcase. Right next to that is where the crankcase vent return line
drains into the crankcase. The line just needs to be pulled off. Just behind the intake manifold,
against the firewall, is where the fuel lines connect to the fuel rail. The feed and return lines look
very similar, so before you remove them, mark which line goes to its corresponding end of the
fuel rail. Push down on the black inner sleeve, while pushing the line upwards. Everything is
now disconnected from the intake manifold, and it is held in place the studs it sits on. Carefully
and slowly lift it up and out of the engine bay. There are a lot of lines intertwined under the
manifold; some may get caught while lifting it out. The intake manifold is now out of the car and
can be replaced or reused depending on your needs. While the manifold is off, it would be a
good idea to check the condition of the parts that reside under it. Changing the starter, the
coolant transfer pipes, IAC valve, or the PCV, will all be much easier with the intake manifold
removed. If you are going to leave the engine without the intake manifold installed for an
extended period, cover the intake ports on the cylinder head with a rag or tape. Covering the
intake ports will ensure that no foreign contaminants enter the engine. Follow along with this
step-by-step guid
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e. Installing coilovers on your BMW E36 is one of the best ways to improve the handling or
close that wheel gap. Follow this DIY for cost-effective coilovers. Being able to see is important
for you and others. The only thing separating your BMW F30 engine from the harmful, damaging
air is the engine air filter. Learn how to replace a BMW F30 engine air filter. If you've ever had to
bleed an older BMW's cooling system, you know how much of a pain it is. BMW fixed this on
their newer cars with an electric water pump. BMW made it easy to reset the service message or
service light in their modern cars such as the F Learn how to reset it in a matter of minutes.
There aren't any tools required and it should take less than a minute. Learn how to service it on
a BMW F30 or any car. What is a vacuum pump on a car and what does it do are the two
most-asked questions we're asked about them. Read or watch to learn more about car vacuum
pumps. Written by : Christian Schaefer. More Related Articles.

